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Ali Ismail Awad1,2

1.1 Background
Information security has extended to include several research directions like user
authentication and authorization, network security, hardware security, software security, and data cryptography. Information security has become a crucial need for
protecting almost all information transaction applications. Security is considered as
an important science discipline whose many multifaceted complexities deserve the
synergy of the computer science and engineering communities.
Recently, due to the proliferation of Information and Communication Technologies, information security has started to cover emerging topics such as cloud
computing security, smart cities’ security and privacy, healthcare and telemedicine,
the Internet-of-Things (IoT) security [1], the Internet-of-Vehicles security, and several types of wireless sensor networks security [2,3]. In addition, information security
has extended further to cover not only technical security problems but also social and
organizational security challenges [4,5].
Traditional systems’ development approaches were focusing on the system’s
usability where security was left to the last stage with less priority. However, the
new design approaches consider security-in-design process where security is considered at the early phase of the design process. The new designed systems should be
well protected against the available security attacks. Having new systems such as IoT
or healthcare without enough security may lead to a leakage of sensitive data and, in
some cases, life threatening situations.
Taking the social aspect into account, security education is a vital need for both
practitioners and system users [6]. Users’ misbehaviour due to a lack of security
knowledge is the weakest point in the system security chain. The users’ misbehaviour
is considered as a security vulnerability that may be exploited for launching security
attacks. A successful security attack such as distributed denial-of-service attack will
impose incident recovery cost in addition to the downtime cost.
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These are just some representative examples to illustrate the diversity and importance of a broad understanding of security issues across the wide range of information
processing tasks encountered in the modern world. While, naturally, a single book
cannot cover every relevant technique and security approach which can be deployed,
or present an example of every application for which a detailed security analysis is
important in a practical environment, by introducing carefully selected topics and,
especially, by inviting key practitioners in the field to present and discuss them, it is
possible to provide both a thorough overview of the field and an appreciation of the
fundamentals of this increasingly important and influential area.
As the following section will explain, the book is split between a discussion of
some principles and fundamentals which underpin the study of information security
in all its diversity, and the working out of these principles in practice, giving an insight
into practical system implementation in a range of different application domains and
deploying a variety of technologies.

1.2 The structure of this book
This book comes in two main sections: Theories and Foundations and Technologies
and Applications. The first section offers theoretical foundations to different information security aspects; however, the second section deals with many technologies and
applications from a technical perspective. The general philosophy behind the book
is to present balanced materials from the theoretical and the technical viewpoints. In
the following pages, we shed light on the contents of the book.

1.2.1 Part I: Theories and foundations
This part is mainly dedicated to the foundations and the theoretical concepts of information security in different domains. The part has eight chapters in total, including
this chapter, Chapter 1. A brief summary of each chapter in this part is as follows:
Chapter 2, ‘Information security foundation, theories and future vision’, presents
a solid overview on information security theories and foundations with a focus on
information security needs and applications. Several information security-related
aspects such as information assurance, cybersecurity, and information systems security are highlighted. Information security confidentiality, integrity, and availability
and other information security key definitions are described throughout this chapter
according to International Organization for Standardization and National Institute
of Standards and Technology [7]. Security vulnerabilities and threat protection
approaches are also discussed as part of this chapter [8]. An overview of the information security future vision is presented as the last section at the end of the
chapter.
Chapter 3, ‘Information systems security issues in the context of developing
countries’, takes information systems security to the developing countries’ dimension
[9,10]. This review presented throughout this chapter is relevant for understanding the
current state of information systems security in the developing countries. The chapter
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finds security vulnerabilities and risks increase together with the technology proliferation. The chapter identifies the reasons behind the lack of information systems
security deployments in the developing countries from non-technical perspectives.
Issues such as education, legalization, policies, and cultures are discussed to emphasize their impacts on information systems security applications within the developing
counties’ framework.
Chapter 4, ‘Biometric systems, modalities and attacks’, focuses on biometrics
as science for human identification using some physiological or behavioural characteristics [11]. Biometrics is considered as an emerging technology for providing
access control for civilian and forensic applications [12,13]. The chapter presents an
overview of the biometric system’s components and attributes, biometric modalities,
and the required features or criteria for selection of biometric modalities. The performance evaluation parameters for a generic biometric system such as false match rate
and false non-match rate are offered [14]. Data fusion techniques and performance
evaluation of multi-model biometric systems are described as well [15]. Biometric
standardizations are well documented at the end of this chapter.
Chapter 5, ‘Foundation of healthcare cybersecurity’, studies healthcare as an area
where information and cybersecurity play a crucial role due to the sensitivity of hosted
or exchanged patients’ information [16,17]. The chapter offers a solid foundation
of the healthcare security and privacy considerations. Major components of generic
healthcare systems and the associated security and privacy requirements are presented
within the contents of the chapter. Security threats’ landscape and vulnerabilities
exploited for healthcare cyberattacks are identified and discussed in addition to several
attack types [18]. Tools for defending and mitigating security attacks are discussed
and reported at the end of the study [19].
Chapter 6, ‘Security challenges and solutions for e-business’, connects e-business
domain to information security by studying the common security attacks, threats, and
countermeasures in e-business [20,21]. The chapter discusses new attacks mitigation approaches as of biometrics authentication [22–24], attacks identification using
machine learning and data mining mechanisms, blockchains for peer-to-peer security accomplishment, security modelling, and security-as-a-service [25]. Apart from
the technical concepts, the chapter sheds light on the social dimension by studying
the impact of information security education and user involvement on defending the
security attacks on e-business [26]. The chapter is also well connected to biometric
systems described in Chapter 4.
Chapter 7, ‘Recent security issues in Big Data: from past to the future of information systems’, bridges both information security and Big Data by presenting a study
on the trendy security issues in Big Data [27,28]. The chapter highlights information
security concepts such as privacy, integrity, availability, and confidentiality on the
Big Data discipline. Advanced Big-Data-related topics like Cloud Security Alliance,
security standards in Big Data, and Information Systems Audit and Control Association are also described [29]. Finally, the chapter explains a use case on Big-Data
security.
Chapter 8, ‘Recent advances in unconstrained face recognition’, goes a step
further in biometric technology by reporting the recent trends and advances in face
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recognition systems in unconstrained environments [30,31]. In two separate sections,
the chapter presents comprehensive information on face representation methods and
the available benchmark databases for face recognition [32,33]. The chapter explains
the metric learning approaches and pose-invariant face recognition challenges as
advanced topics in the face recognition domain. Performance evaluation of face recognition and open issues for future consideration are mentioned at the end of this chapter.
The foundation information in this chapter is well connected to the previous chapters
such as Chapters 4 and 6.

1.2.2 Part II: Technologies and applications
This part of the book covers specific technologies and applications of information
security. A broad scope of technical topics is covered in eight chapters contained in
this part. A brief summary of each chapter is explained in the following paragraphs:
Chapter 9, ‘Hardware security: side-channel attacks and hardware Trojans’,
addresses relevant topics related to hardware security with a focus on side-channel
attacks [34]. The chapter starts with a good preliminary discussion of the significance of hardware security in comparison to the software one. Several side-channel
attacks such as power analysis attack, fault analysis attack, and timing analysis attack
are presented [35]. A countermeasure for every mentioned attack is described in this
chapter. The chapter also clarifies the hardware design and fabrication processes in
connection to the security considerations. A separate section is devoted for malicious
hardware Trojans detection, classification, and protection at the end of the study [36].
Chapter 10, ‘Cybersecurity: timeline malware analysis and classification’,
focuses on cybersecurity challenges and tackles the problems associated with the proliferation of malware types as serious threats in information systems security [37,38].
A comprehensive malware analysis and classification are presented as preliminary
work. The chapter presents a cumulative timeline analysis approach for malware
detection that achieves high accuracy over an extended time period. The chapter
offers very rich information on malware collection, analysis, and classification with
a great focus on presenting different algorithms and technical explanations [39].
Chapter 11, ‘Recent trends in the cryptanalysis of block ciphers’, presents cryptanalysis of block ciphers as a challenge in data cryptography research domain. The
chapter starts with an interesting overview of cryptography and moves forward to
focus on symmetric key cryptographic primitives [40,41]. Block cipher definitions,
design, and security are explained in separate sections. Attacks on block ciphers
such as linear cryptanalysis, differential cryptanalysis, and integral cryptanalysis are
intensively covered within the chapter [42,43]. The developments in the conventional
block cipher attacks along with the newly surfaced ones are presented. The chapter
concludes that block ciphers and their security are still hot research topics.
Chapter 12, ‘Image provenance inference through content-based device fingerprint analysis’, focuses on digital forensics as a relevant domain of information
security. It offers a technical study on image provenance inference that aims to determine the source of a digital image. The chapter highlights the current challenges in
image provenance [44,45], and it goes further by introducing different intrinsic device
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fingerprints and their applications in image provenance inference. The chapter ends
by a comprehensive outlook to the future of image provenance inferences in the light
of Internet development and Big-Data proliferation [46].
Chapter 13, ‘EEG-based biometrics for person identification and continuous
authentication’, offers a study of the usage of electroencephalogram (EEG) signals as
a biometric identifier for human identification and authentication [47]. The chapter
offers detailed descriptions on human brain, types of EEG signals, EEG sensing
techniques and EEG analysis [48,49]. A separate section is devoted for EEG signals
as a biometric trait, including the selection criteria and EEG feature extraction [50].
Human continuous authentication, using EEG in multi-modal biometric systems,
and the current challenges of EEG-related research are explained at the end of this
chapter [51]. The chapter is well connected with Chapters 4, 6, and 8.
Chapter 14, ‘Data security and privacy in the Internet-of-Things’, bridges information security with the IoT paradigm [52]. Nowadays, IoT model has plenty of
applications in many domains, including healthcare, smart cities, smart homes, and
automation and controls [53]. The chapter presents the IoT infrastructure and the
emerging security risks from deploying IoT. Security solutions and countermeasures
for IoT systems are studied and discussed throughout the chapter. The chapter tackles
a social security aspect by connecting human factors with other aspects in IoT security
and privacy [54]. The chapter has a good balance between technical and conceptual
aspects, and it is well connected to Big-Data security in Chapter 7.
Chapter 15, ‘Information security algorithm on embedded hardware’, presents
a study on the deployment of information security algorithms on embedded hardware [55,56]. The chapter opens by a general introduction and moves forward to the
classification of embedded systems [57]. The chapter explains the security requirements and deployment mechanisms for embedded hardware with a little focus on
hardware security vulnerabilities [58]. This part of the chapter is well connected with
Chapter 9 about side-channel attacks. The chapter closes by discussing the implementation strategies of a security algorithm on embedded hardware. This chapter
is considered as a reference point for future applications of information security
algorithms on different types of embedded hardware.
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